ov_shutdown (1M)

NAME
ov_shutdown – shutdown or restart SmartMedia core

SYNOPSIS
ov_shutdown [-S server] [-hrZ] -m message

DESCRIPTION
The ov_shutdown shutdown the server components of the SmartMedia system. Optionally, ov_shutdown restarts the server.

OPTIONS

- m message
  Shudown and/or restart the server with the text of the log message, message saying why it was shutdown.

- r
  Restart the server after shutting it down.

- S server
  Connect to the server named, server.

- h
  Display a brief help message. Ignore any other options.

- Z
  Display the communications traffic between the command and the SmartMedia server.

ENVIRONMENT
The SmartMedia server hostname is taken from the OVSERVER environment variable, if it is set. The -S option overrides the OVSERVER variable. If no -S is specified and the OVSERVER variable is not set then ov_shutdown attempts to connect to the SmartMedia server on the local host.

The TCP/IP port number that the SmartMedia server is listening on is taken from the MLM_SERVER_PORTNUM environment variable, if it is set.

SEE ALSO
ov_stat(1M), ov_system(1M)